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The Battle of Bonkweasil Bog 
The Dread Elf Host of Nastygirl Friday are on the march, hunting something lost deep in the Bogs of 

Bonkweasil. 

An historic scripture or … epigraph that proves beyond a shadow of a doubt that the cold and 

calculating sorceress Nastygirl is a direct descendant of The High King Pinchcock and sole heir to the 

Night Shard-The Royal Seat of the extended family of Pinchcock and all its prestigious domains and 

peoples. 

If Nastygirl can rest it from the lost ruins of the temple of Elements in the heart of the 

Grunthemsburg Fens, North-West of the township proper, she could be back to the Night Shard 

before dinner for ascension. Then her treacherous kin, Cousin Chokeadick Pinchcock will pay for his 

outrageous and most dastardly deeds. 

The quest should not prove too much of a chore- the rough location of the temple in the fens is 

known, the scripture itself supposedly sealed and safe against burglars and the dratted 

Grunthbergian weather withinst a secret chamber. 

Whether the ruins are submerged or not is imiterial as her escort proudly boasts a mighty Kraken of 

the deeps. Once bound to her personal will it shall prove most useful whatever the obstacles. 

Now there just remains the unexpected problem of the guardians of that haunted, murky place: A 

considerable force of undead standing silently to attention in battle formations ready to repel any 

interlopers. 

Between herself and her acolytes, Nastygirl Friday has divined that these creatures are attuned to 

this place, indeed bound like drunks to a park bench. If not the temple itself then the labyrinthial 

barrows and catacombs that riddle the fens for miles in every direction. 

Powerful magic’s still reside in the ruins’ structure providing a nexus, a beacon of power and resource 

to the undead. It is doubtful these beings can be reasoned or parlayed with, let alone even 

communicated with. Furthermore there’s no chance in hell they could serve as slaves. 

There’s nothing else for it other than to crush them under steel shod heels. 

Let the games commence. 
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The Details: 

 

Figure 1. Le Battle Du Field (Avec Laptop et le Sauteur). 

Lists: 

A bunch of Elves with low moral fibre verses a few dead guys with an attitude.  

 

Deployment:  

Battle Line. 

 

Secondary Objective:   

Breakthrough (…although I think that was forgotten about…) 

 

Magics: 

Elfy Spells- The Sorceress got Altered Sight, Mind Games, Perception of Strength and Unity of 

Divergence. The Acolytes got Altered Sight and Ice & Fire. 
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Figure 2. The Dread Elf Sorceress’ Cosmology Spells. 

Undying Dynasties Spells- Hasten the Hour and Spectral Blades along with the trait spell 

Evocation. 
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Figure 3. The Hierophants Evocation Spells 

Notes on Magics:  

Scott chose Cosmology for both his casters and there was some to-do with using the counters earnt 

by positive casts. He used them well but I haven’t mentioned them here because my brain can’t 

handle that sort of jiggery-pokery. Suffice to say they played a part, he remembered to use them and 

they were used correctly.  

The Casket of Fart-fleck has an inbuilt anti-channelling device which did play a part in the Elven 

active and reactive magic phases. Scott being bad-elves meant he had a greater chance to channel in 

his active phase, but this was diminished frequently and infuriatingly by the casket. I just didn’t note 

it down every time it happened because I’m lazy. 

 

Deployment:  

Jonbob was first to drop a unit and just elected to slap everything down, electing to go second. What 

trickery is this? Favouring the left flank and giving Scott auto first turn. 
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Figure 4. The Dust Merchant's Battle Line. 

Scott deployed the majority of his battle line in the diagonally adjacent corner, with just his Acolytes 

and Raptor Chariot facing down artillery hill and the snakes. 

 

Figure 5. The Spikey Elves’ Battle Line. 

 
Figure 6. The Nasty Elves’ Left Flank. 
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Dread Elves Turn 1 
Movement: 

The Acolytes and Dark Riders didn’t take much advantage from their vanguard movement, merely 

sauntered up about midway across no-man’s-land to see what would dare come out to meet them.   

 

Magic: 

7-4. No channels. 

The very first magic phase of the game saw the Dread Elf Sorceress General invoking Unity of 

Divergence (UoD) on her proud Spearelves which JB lets it go. 

The Acolytes on the other flank cast Ice and Fire on the Screaming Catapult but it was dispelled 

safely. 

Enraged the Acolytes then attempted Altered Sight on the catapult but Miscast. Damsome unlucky 

as it was only a two Di cast.  

Jonbob thought better of it than letting it go. He realised the miscast wouldn’t do anything relevant 

to the Acolytes but he’d much prefer to save his one and only artillery piece before it had even made 

its first shot. He tried to double 6 it with two dice but couldn’t stop it…the resultant miscast was just 

a wave of Witchfire which scored an unenthusiastic couple of wounds on the tempered Acolytes but 

were warded away to the ether. 

 

Shooting: 

The Raptor chariot plinked away at the catapult with its repeater crossbows but missed. More of a 

token gesture. 

The Dark Riders facing down the Sphinx needed 6s to hit and wound the big bad beasty and they 

actually managed to put a wound on, but the concrete kitties armour saved it from ridicule. 
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Undying Dynasties Turn 1 
Movement:  

The snakes and a brick of the skelly spears peel off from the main battle line and advance to 

intercept the Acolytes and Raptor Chariot working on the flank. 

 

The rest of the UD battle line amble towards the main DE battle line, however the Sphinx stayed put 

and just glowered ominously at the oncoming kraken. 

 

Magic:  

7-5. JB channelled. 

The Casket in the woods released Pharteps Curse on the Kraken, which only just made the cast on 

2D. In a moment of sheer bravado and cunning decided to just throw 1D at dispelling as he had the 

Ether Icon and it was a bound spell so he just need a 2. And it worked. Cheeky plays. 

The Hydropant in the archer unit then cast Hasten the Hour on the Acolytes but the cast failed. He 

was just warming up. 

 

Shooting: 

The Screaming Catapult took a bead on the Elven Spear block but missed completely. 

The bony Archers, including the Skull Splitter wielding hierophant, took a bead on the Acolytes. Lots 

and lots of hits were caused, including all those from the Hierophant. It was looking much shit 

shaped for the Acolytes as a total of 8 wounds were racked up. Jolly good shooting. However, a few 

were saved from mounts protection and a bunch more were ward saved, leaving only 2 dead. 

Unfortunately the riled Acolytes still failed their panic test and legged it round the field behind them. 

It wasn’t going to be their day. 
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Figure 7. The UD marksmanship puts a pickle in the Acolytes plans 

The concrete snakes peer at the chariot with their dead concrete eyes from across the field and 

somehow bits of the Raptor Chariot just fell off. How irksome. 
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Spikey Elves Turn 2 
Prancing: 

The Raptor Chariot passes its stupidity and careers into the Concrete Snakes with gay abandon. 

 

Figure 8. Charge! First blood is split as the Raptor Chariot smashes into the Snakes. 

The Acolytes fail to rally, carrying on their route until a centimetre from the edge of the table. Poor 

buff, sweaty, naked elfies. I notice they ride bare back. 
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Figure 9. The fleeing Acolytes almost leave the battlefield! 

Elemental Weavery: 

Winds of the Warp appropriate 7-5 and the Dread Elves manage a channel. 

The Elven Sorceress uses UoD on spear elves again and JB lets it go again. 

She then Mind Games-ed the Kraken, boosting its leadership to protect it from nasty spells. JB fails 

to dispel. 

Altered Sight on Dark Riders but fails to cast on snake eyes. 
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Figure 10. Lord Nemeroth hastily scribbles out a spell with the mighty Wand of Biro. 

Shooting: 

The Dark Riders try their best to perforate the oncoming Skeleton Spears but unfortunately did no 

damage. 

 

Hacking: 

The Raptor Chariot only managed 2 impact hits on the Snakes and only one of which wounded. Bad 

chariot. 

Luckily the Elven charioteers popped off 2W with their big pokey sticks equalling one dead snake. 

The Inanimate concrete Snakes go back doing a couple of wounds one of which is armour saved. 

The slothful Raptors strike out, 2 hits, 2W, 1AS. 1W. 

Another Snake dies from crumble. 
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Sand Monkeys Turn 2 
Ambulation: 

As the Raptor Chariot didn’t bust through the Snakes in due order the Skellyspears accompanying 

them were in a prime position flank them. 

 

Figure 11. The Dinocart is flanked by dead guys with sticks. 

The Concrete Kitty charges Dark Riders who elect to flee. The Concrete Colossus tries a redirect on 

spears Elves but can’t quite reach them so merely shuffles forward a little bit. 
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Figure 12. The Dark Riders run so fast they blur. 

Castage: 

12-6. No channel. 

The Hierophant cast Spectral Blades on the Spearskellies getting down and dirty with the lizard 

chariot and Scott let it go. I believe because the spears had lethal strike over the chariot anyway. 

Then Evocation was cast on the snakes to regrow their number but Scott just managed a Dispel. 

 

Pew-Pew: 

The Catapult shot at the Spearelves causing a direct hit. Lots of hits were sanctioned. However, half 

the pointy eared bastards made their 5+ Armour Save. Three made their sorceressly invoked ward 

save. Just 6 wounds went through, still a respectable catch though. The proud pointy ears passed 

their resultant -1 LD panic test. 

The Archers and Hierophant shot the Spear Elves in alsonessment but only scored 1W this time. The 

Heirophant and his magical shooter failed most things. 

 

Hitting: 

Elf charioteers poked vigorously at the snakes for a single wound. 
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The Snakes return fire but Wiff. 

The Raptors strike out on the snakes too only managing one hit but no damage goes through. 

The Spear skellies finally get to swing on the chariot doing 1W with a luck 6/ Lethal Strike taking the 

last wound off the chariot. Poor Dinocart. 
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Naughty Elves Turn 3 
Shiftage: 

The Spearelves decide they’ve already had enough of hanging back and getting peppered with 

arrows, flaming skulls and foul language and charge the Skellyspears. 

The AWOL Acolytes luckily rally and turn to face what’s left of the snakes. 

The lady gladiators storm across the centre of the DE line to support the Spearelves crashing into the 

Skellybrick, intent on threatening the Tomb Guard in case they get any funny ideas about going into 

the Spearelves flank. 

The Dark Riders rally, pass a march test, flip the Concrete Kitty the bird and swing right round behind 

their spear armed comrades to chaff up the Tomb Guard and prevent them dry bone-ing the 

Spearelves in the flank. 

The Kraken attempts to block the kitty from getting into the other flank of the spear elves. 

 

Figure 13. Early combat! Those impatient elves! 

Magics: 

The Gusts of Magic yields 10-4 with UD channelling. The Dread Elves would have channelled if it 

wasn’t for that pig shit casket nonsense. Not sure how it could have been 10-4 even with a 

channel…should be at least 10-5/6? Anyhoo… 

The sorceress cast Altered Sight on archers to reduce their Ballistic Skill which JB let go. 
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UoD on spears (5++) JB failed to dispel by 1! 

Then PoS on spears. Which poor JB failed to dispel. 

 

Trajectory’s:  

The Dark Riders plink away into the Tomb Guard they’re blocking up getting 4 hits and killing two. 

 

Brawlings: 

In the spear on spear fight, the shaft on shaft hurly burly around the centre, the Elven BSB does a 

sexy 3 wounds and increases his magical Armour Save. 

His elven retinue, what with their magically enhanced strength and inherent cold precision manage 

to jab off 11 fupping wounds! 

 

Figure 14. Groah! Smashy Smashy! 

The Spearskellies return pokes but they just can’t match ‘em. They manage a respectable 4ish 

wounds, 1 being armour saved, and 2 warded. So only 1 or 2 Elves went down. 

The Elves win the combat 20-5. 13 skellys crumble leaving just three guys left. Possibly the 

Command Group if it had one. 
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Figure 15. The even-dead-er pile after combat. 
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Dust Merchants Turn 3 
Shuffling: 

In a most bold and impetuous move the UD general, Lord Sandycrack charges out of his bodyguard 

past the blocking Dark Riders into the flank of the Spearelves: Grrrr! 

 

Figure 16. The Undying General storms into the fray! 

Cunningly, now that the general is closer, the Concrete Kitty can march move and takes a circuitous 

route around the kraken and threatens its flank instead, so close in fact that it stops the writhing 

tentacled mass from reforming to face the threat. Sexy plays. 
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Figure 17. Dancing monsters. Now play nice. 

The rest of the UD battle line crawls up as best it can. 

 

Wizarding: 

Power available: 7-6. No channel on either side. 

The Hierophart bubbled Evocation, which The Elf sorceress failed to dispel. Lots of not-quite-dead 

peoples come back to un-life, notably at least a rank of skellyspears still in combat –just still in 

combat. I think the reinforcements were also bolstered by an after effect thing like an attribute or 

something from the caster himself. 

Spectral blades went on the same spears in combat. Scott tried another 1D dispel because again he 

only needed a 2 but failed. 

Pharteps Curse, the Casket’s bound spell went on the Kraken, this is what Scott saw coming and 

what he held on to his dice for, easily dispelled. 

 

Shots: 

The Archers bunker and the Hierophlap rained down missiles on the kraken but failed to do any 

damage despite overwhelming hits. 
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The Kitty flame-breathed the kraken at point blank range and manages to roast it by 2W. The whole 

place began to whiff of shitty roast fish. 

The Catapult eyed up the girl gladiators but missed entirely. 

 

Set Toos: 

The Spearelves pass a fear test caused by the UD general with the help of the BSB. 

The Elf BSB takes off a single skelliebob further adding to his Armour Save. 

His elves let fly doing 8W. 

Three elvenguys on the flank jab at the UD general and somehow score a telling wound. 

The Pharoh swings back with his Special Halberd of What Have You taking down an elf with each of 

his 3 swings. All wards fail. 

The depleted Spearskellies poke away. Only 1 hit but still causes a wound. no saves. Result: 15-7 to 

the elves. 

The resultant crumble wastes the best part of the remaining skellibobs and the entirety of the UD 

general. 

As the Pharaoh dies, JB concedes. 

 

Figure 18. Last shot as the UD General dies to crumble. 
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End Game Wrap Up: 
MVP: 

Elves- Spears Inc. BSB or perhaps the Witch general for buffing the aforementioned unit who went 

to town on the Skellybrick and enemy general. 

UD- The Snakes for taking the chariot charge and wasting it. Everything else went wrong. Or 

didn’t go as right as it should have. Not my words. 

 

Final Thoughts: 

I can’t help but think that if either monster got stuck into at least something it would have been a 

different story. Whether for good or bad on each part. But as it stands, perhaps for the best they 

stalemated each other. 

I’m not sure what would have happened if JB hadn’t conceded, there was still a chunk of the battle 

to go and I don’t think he would have started to crumble (that’s down to the Hydroflap right?). But 

he seemed to think it was a done deal and his army spent.  

Just a tad more practice with a blender/ combat lord and all would be well. First time he went that 

route. Should not be disregarded out of hand. 

Maybe the Screaming Skull would have pulled off a sick game changing shot on an elven block. 

Perhaps the other Skelly bus would have held up the Gladiator chicks for the rest of the battle with 

help from Evocations whilst the Kitty and Tomb Guard wreak havoc on the rest of the elven line. 

Who knows? 

Scott used his magic really well and had the tools to play with. Cosmology becoming one of his 

favourite lore’s. He took a few risks especially with magic defence. Not everything went his way but I 

reckon his gambling paid off on the whole.  

The Gladi-Girls are a fearsome unit. So many bodies too, lots of precise and possibly high strength 

attacks. But that damn ward save can overcome even the toughest and experience opponents. The 

only real choice is to shoot and zap them, but on the whole neither force had an overwhelming 

amount of pew-pew to lend. 

It’s scary how easily and how fast the Gladi-girls redeployed, flying down the centre of the DE battle 

line to sure up the centre, plus not having to go toe to toe with the Kitty. Leaving the Kraken to sort 

things out there. I’m pretty sure they could have actually taken the kitty eventually, but what with its 

bad breathe and high toughness it would have eventually taken the fight out of them. 

A good match. Good, cunning and surprising moves on both sides. Equal amount of Fates Choice. 

The Duchess of Dice made her presence and her presents felt. 
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End Fluff:  
The Last Laugh.  

Nastygirl Friday could scarce believe it. Her force had taken only a token handful or two of casualties. 

But she would have readily sacrificed at least twice that many just to have got her hands on the 

scripture. Funny that the General of those things carried it with him in a glass vial. She didn’t even 

have to plumb the depths of the sunken temple to get it. 

And stranger still, before the general entirely disintegrated, after his forces routed, that he actually 

proffered the thing to her. And not entirely disintegrated mind you. His be-ringed claw still held onto 

the scroll vehemently in its death grip. No matter what she or her acolytes tried the clutch couldn’t be 

rested open. It was if they were fused and solid-whole. And that one jewel on his ring finger which 

glared purple light every time she tried to manipulate the thing was most disconcerting. She’d just 

have to wait until she got it home to her study in the Shard. 

It was funny, thought Nastygirl as her host about turned to march out of the fens. The Pharaoh 

almost seemed happy and relieved to part with it… 


